
Presidio’s Digital Workspace team understands the challenges and security risk of traditional endpoint management.  
The team designs digital workspaces with innovative technologies to bolster security and reduce the strain on limited  
IT resources, accelerating business outcomes for our customers. 

Achieve comprehensive preventative endpoint protection for a more secure and resilient enterprise. IGEL is the 
secure endpoint OS for SaaS, DaaS, VDI and secure browser environments. Presidio, with IGEL, modernizes the digital 
workspace, to cut through complexity and increase efficiency. IGEL OS is seamless to manage saves money, fuels 
growth, and drives organizations forward.

IGEL Secure Endpoint OS for Now & Next 
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Transform Your Digital Workspace with Presidio and IGEL

The IGEL Preventative Security Model™ supports Zero Trust 
IGEL OS is designed around a Preventative Security Model™ that removes the 
attack vectors exploited by bad actors for ransomware and other cyber-attacks 
by reducing the endpoint attack surface by up to 95%.  IGEL integrates with 
leading authentication vendors to support the Zero Trust approach to IT security. 
The endpoint contains no data, this supports key privacy compliance initiatives 
like HIPAA for healthcare and other industry specific compliance mandates. 
Learn more

Simplify Endpoint Management 
Together Presidio and IGEL provide a modern endpoint strategy with fast 
onboarding, small updates and no add-on endpoint management agents.  
A solution built to support the many ways our customers work.

Reduce Endpoint TCO 
With Presidio and IGEL, enterprises optimize their 
existing endpoint devices with IGEL, extending the 
refresh cycle.  IGEL removes add-on management and 
security agents for a cost-effective, endpoint strategy 
for the enterprise. 

Digital Experience 
IGEL’s native apps, integration with leading collaboration, 
workspace and developer tools enable apps, including 
Zoom and Teams, to utilize local hardware for optimal 
performance. IGEL OS works seamlessly with leading 
partners and is fully integrated in select Lenovo devices 
and pre-installed on HP and LG devices. Presidio can 
leverage the power of IGEL to elevate the customer 
experience.

Preventative Security 
The IGEL Preventative Security ModelTM provides 
unparalleled endpoint security, reducing risk and 
providing the assurance Presidio needs to deliver an 
innovative and resilient digital workspace.

Achieve Your Sustainability Goals 
IGEL OS supports your IT sustainability goals by reducing 
power consumption and extending device lifecycles to 
help reduce your e-waste and carbon footprint by up to 
60%. E-waste and energy consumption reduction both 
contribute to your company meeting its Environment, 
social and compliance governance (ESG) goals.  
Learn more

Presidio and IGEL can help you achieve your desired 
business outcomes with secure and optimized access 
to your digital workspaces while reducing the strain on 
your IT department to manage the endpoints.

Connect with us to learn more about how we can help 
solve your unique challenges.
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https://www.igel.com/preventative-security-model/
https://www.igel.com/sustainability/
https://www.presidio.com/partners/igel/

